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Vision 

Bringing back the natural forest and managing it 

sustainably 

 

Core Purpose 

To deliver consistent, predictable and sustainable 

supplies of quality timber from our NFM and ITP 

(BASIL) forests 

 

Core Values 

• Do the right thing, even though no one is   

watching;  

 

• Love and respect for self, fellow man and 
nature;  

 

• Recognise and promote teamwork, and never 
let your team members down;  

 

• Continuous improvement of self and Sapulut 
through training and learning and practice "I 
see, I think and I do";  

 

• Discipline- discipline of self, disciplined 
thoughts and disciplined action;  

 

• Do ordinary things extraordinarily well; 
  

• Know the rules, and know how to break them 
properly. 

 

• Ideas are easy. Execution is everything. It 
takes a team to win. 

 
Revised on 21 May 2018 by Mr Norman Wong 

30 June 2018 

As we build this newsletter, we’re 
always looking to improve and  
feature content that you find      

interesting and helpful.  
 

The best way for us to make this 
newsletter better is to hear from 

you. We’d love to get any  
feedback or post suggestions you 

think should be included. 
 

You can simple email to us at 
newsletter@sapulut.com 

Or drop any feedback on the  
suggestion box provided at  

Forestry Complex. 

 

SAPULUT FOREST DEVELOPMENT SDN BHD (FMU14) 
Yeaahhh....we have been certified!! 

 

11th June 2018 – the date that another history made in Sapulut’s calender. Sapulut 
was officially announced and declared as a CERTIFIED FMU under Forest Manage-
ment Certification for Malaysian Criteria and Indicator for Natural Forest. With the 
award of the certificate, Sapulut is the third of among private FMUs in Sabah certified 
under Malaysian Timber Certification Scheme (MTCS). 
 
To share with you all, frankly, I am convinced that Sapulut can be 100% certified dur-
ing the closing of Stage 2 Audit. This is because of our efforts and the commitment 
among the team that are seen by the Auditors. 
 
My feeling of receiving news that Sapulut is officially certified is actually mixed with 
pride and worth it, as I can see the accomplishments we have done through team-
work. 
 
We should change our mindset in managing Sapulut as a certified FMU instead of 
the previous Sapulut. 
 
Part of our mission has been completed, as we have another mission to go and that is 
to confirm our ITP management under Forest Plantation certification. 
 
I take this opportunity to thank the Sapulut team for the success of the mission! 
 
The announcement was also made on the MTCC’s website at this link: 
https://mtcc.com.my/sapulut-fmu-14-kapit-fmu-awarded-mtcs-certification/ 
 
Teddy Sius @ Lawrencius 
FMU 14 Executive Manager, 29 June 2018 

www.sapulut.com.my 
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Visit by the MTIB to Sapulut 
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ABOVE: Dinner hosted by TAS, with Tuan Haji Malphar in 
the middle, and Dr. Liew on his right and Dr. Zakiah Ahmad 

on his left. 

On May 04, 2018, Malaysian Timber Industry Board’s (MTIB) Tuan Haji      
Malphar, Director of Industry Development Division, and two of his officers, 
Tuan Muhammad Shaiful Bin Nordin and Puan Ummi Ainul Hafizah binti Mohd 
Ismail Ali, together with Professor Dr.Zakiah Ahmad of UiTM, visited Kota  Kina-
balu for a discussion with UMS’s Associate Professor Dr. Liew Kang Chang and 
Sapulut.  
 
Sapulut gave a presentation on FMU 14 and the 3rd FMP activities.  
That evening, TAS hosted a dinner for the visitors, and invited guests included 
members of TAS and STIA, as well as students from UMS who are participating 
in the research proposal between UMS and Sapulut.  
 
The next day, Tuan Haji Malphar, his officers and Dr Liew visited Sapulut to see 
our BASIL planting and nursery. MTIB has tentatively agreed to include our 
planted species of Albizia and white laran for tests in determining their        
performance parameters for cross laminated timber (CLT). 

Awareness Program about Forest Reserve Management to School Student 

Sapulut Forest Development Sdn Bhd (Sapulut) through Community Forestry and Forest Plantation in collaboration with Tibow Forestry De-
partment, Keningau Wildlife Department, UMS and WWF conducted an awareness program related to Forest Reserve Management especially 
of FMU14 in five (5) school within Sapulut district. The program was successfully conducted in five (5) school; SK. Labang, SK Sepulut, SMK 
Sepulut, SK Simatuoh and SK Salarom. There are 4 speakers for the program;  

 

DFO Jamal Ibrahim (Tibow Forestry Department) talk about Forest Reserve Management, 
Mr. Joseph Fabian (Keningau Wildlife Department) talk about Wildlife and Illegal Hunting, 
Mdm. Renny Jinoleh (SFDSB) talk about Sapulut Roles and Responsibility, 
UMS Intern talk about Educational and Career Opportunity. 

 
At the end of the program, tree planting activity was conducted by Forest Plantation Department, to guide the students to approach and care 
for the Mother Nature and a symbolic to green earth campaign.  
 
The aim of the program is to give awareness at an early stage so that they are exposed and understand the implications towards Forest Re-
serve. As the proverb ‘To bend a bamboo, while it's still a shoot’ which means we must begin to educate the students and develop awareness 
from an early age. 
 
As quoted by Mr. Norman Wong (Managing Director), it is important to integrate sustainability performance (social and environmental activi-
ties) as its core business activities and vice versa. If done properly, they drive and reinforce each other i.e. sustainability drives economic per-
formance and economic performance drives sustainability. The school children are one of the stakeholders (compared with shareholders’ 
value). In this complex world, there is positive correlation between improving stakeholders’ and improving shareholders’ value. This is the key 
to business design and sustainability. Driving sustainability without business performance or driving business performance without sustainabil-
ity will not work. It is very short term and leads to failures. We need to do both and this school visit is one of the ways.  

 

Submitted by: Forest Protection Department 

Above picture from left to right:  
Tree planting with students. 
 
Picture at left: 
Opening speech by Mr. Teddy Sius and 
awareness talk by Mrs. Renny Jinoleh 
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“Work hard, play hard”. This saying highlights the importance of 
balance activities in our life.  
 
This year Annual Sports Day was held from 9th April 2018 until 12th 
May 2018. Staff participates in various competing sports activities 
such as badminton, football, ping-pong, volleyball and fear factor, 
etc. All staff participate hardly and showed their abilitty through 
these sports and activities.  
 
The main event of Annual Sports Day was held at the Forestry 
Tibow area on the 12th May 2018. Staffs who did not participate in 
Annual Sports Day also stand among the spectators to support their 
departments representative. 
 
The prize was awarded to the winners by selected Head of 
Department and Head of Unit and FMUEM. 
 
After the prize distribution ceremony, FMUEM gave a short speech 
highlighting the importance for those who make it for the final day 
for this year Annual Sports Day. After this, the announcement for 
the close of the event for the day is announced. Before leaving the 
venue for Annual Sports Day, all staf participated to clean the area 
before leaving.  
 
Annual Sports Day 2018 was a success even there was some ups 
and downs during the beginning until the end of the event.  
 
Thanks to the Sports Committee and all the staff who participated in 
this year Annual Sports Day.  
 
I conclude with the famous saying, “Winners win, winners lose, but 
winners play”. 
 
Submitted by: Raykes J Linggu 

Sapulut Sports Day 2018 
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GET INVOLVED: If you like to contribute articles, feel free to submit to newsletter@sapulut.com or contact any of the team members:-  
 

KK Office: Deckna Mosinoh & Theresia Richard                  Base Camp: Teddy Sius, Johnson Joseph & Eve Asjera Janim. 
 

We welcome any feedback or comments to improve the contents of our newsletter. We also welcome any of the staff who wish to become a member of Newsletter Team. 

Interesting Trees and their Stories 

THE PRISON TREE 
 

The huge 1500-year-old Boab tree in the city of Derby, West Australia, isn’t like most trees you have seen. The tree 
indeed seems like an old dungeon, and because of that it is rumored to have been used to temporarily lock up 
indigenous Australian prisoners on their way to Derby for sentencing. But, this Boab tree in Derby isn’t the only one 
in Australia. In Wyndham, West Australia, there is yet another hollow Boab tree that was used as a prison. The local 
police had reportedly used this tree to lock up Aboriginal prisoners on their way to Wyndham for sentencing. Today 
these trees are just a tourist attraction. 

HOW TO LIVE FOREVER TREE 
 

At the ripe old age of 4,800, Methuselah, a Great Basin bristlecone pine, may just be the world’s oldest living thing. 
What’s its secret? The bristlecone’s dense, hard wood is nearly impenetrable for insects and fungi, so there’s no 
chance of rotting. And the inhospitable mountain tops it lives on scare away wimpier plants that would compete for 
resources. So where can you see Methuselah? You can’t. Its exact location in California’s Inyo National Forest is 
kept secret to keep vandals at bay. In other words, Methuselah’s been placed in the forestry equivalent of the wit-
ness protection program! 

CIRCUS TREE 
 

The family theme park Gilroy Gardens is the place where botanical wonders grow. These trees are popularly known 
as the Circus Trees. If you thought that they grew twisted like this naturally, you are wrong. They are products of 
creative envisioning of a man named Axel Erlandson. Inspired by observing a natural graft between two trees, Er-
landson set off on his mission of shaping trees into magnificent patters. Even though he was asked about his secret 
as to how he managed to do this to the trees, he never revealed his secret. 

Sapulut, FMU14, June 06 2018 by Peter Philip— 
We were astonished to find a group of villagers reside by our roadside 
with a few cars parking there. Upon asking our security guard, they told 
us that there is 1 boy from Nabawan, Kg.Murni B gone missing at our 
area while plucking “Pakis”. They had gone missing since Monday 
night, discovered by their cousins who went to find “Pakis” with them. 
 
Day by day, the search group became bigger in number, totaling about 
50 people villagers went on search for the boy, day and night. Some of 
their families did not go back and camp at our roadside. It is until 
Saturday morning that one of the villagers, Tulangkou bin Iran met with 
our FMUEM and asking for rangers help to find the boy. Eight rangers, 
4 from FPD and another 4 from FSS was chosen to be part of the 
Search And Rescue team, alongside the villagers. Another 3 rangers, 2 
from nursery and 1 from field audit volunteering to follow the earlier 8 
ranger in the SAR mission. Those eight rangers were equipped with  
walkie-talkie (courtesy of PM, Syariah Tibe) and GPS. 
 

We met with the villagers Search And Rescue teamat around 1.30 p.m, 

discusing how to go about with the search activities and started the 

operation. During the operation, our rangers split into 4 separate teams 

where each team have 2 rangers bringing GPS and Walkie –talkie with 

them. They were infront with a few villagers following them at their 

back. At around 4.00 p.m, they heard the boy voice and rushes to the 

voice location. They found out that the boy was at the top of tree, 

possibly been sleeping there due to the rattan found to be encircling the 

boy body, keeping him from falling down while asleep. The boy was 

found 3km away from Forestry Complex, at compt 130, near the 

riverside. The boy was taken out of the forest and receive medical 

treatment at Hospital Nabawan. 

Sapulut’s Rangers Found The Missing Boy 

THE TREE THAT WAS WITNESSING DEATH 
 

Also known as the Killing Tree, or as the Chankiri Tree, was once a silent witness of some brutal actions. The tree 
stands on the infamous Cambodian Killing Fields, which was the center for Cambodian Genocide during the Khmer 
Rouge regime. The adult prisoners were frequently executed by savage methods like clubbing or axing. Even babies 
and children were not spared. The soldiers used to pick up the kids by their feet and bast them against this very tree 
until they were dead. 

Source: 
http://mentalfloss.com/article/50274/16-amazing-stories-about-trees & https://trendingposts.net/trending-news/these-interesting-stories-about-trees-will-change-your-views-towards-them/6/ 


